Dynamic simulation and metabolic re-design of a branched pathway using linlog kinetics.
This paper presents a new mathematical framework for modeling of in vivo dynamics and for metabolic re-design: the linlog approach. This approach is an extension of metabolic control analysis (MCA), valid for large changes of enzyme and metabolite levels. Furthermore, the presented framework combines MCA with kinetic modeling, thereby also combining the merits of both approaches. The linlog framework includes general expressions giving the steady-state fluxes and metabolite concentrations as a function of enzyme levels and extracellular concentrations, and a metabolic design equation that allows direct calculation of required enzyme levels for a desired steady state when control and response coefficients are available. Expressions giving control coefficients as a function of the enzyme levels are also derived. The validity of the linlog approximation in metabolic modeling is demonstrated by application of linlog kinetics to a branched pathway with moiety conservation, reversible reactions and allosteric interactions. Results show that the linlog approximation is able to describe the non-linear dynamics of this pathway very well for concentration changes up to a factor 20. Also the metabolic design equation was tested successfully.